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1. Introduction. The join A° B of topological spaces A and B is defined to be

the disjoint union A*J(A x B x I)(J B with each (a, b, 0) of A x B x / identified

to a e A and each (a, b, 1) of A x B x I to be B(2). It is a consequence of the

product and identification topologies that A and B are imbedded in A ° P. as closed

subsets. Thus A° B — A and A°ß - ß form an open covering of ¿4°P. It is not

difficult to see that if A ° B is locally compact then both A and B must be

compact. Special cases of the join are cones and suspensions. Properties of the

joins of spaces have been studied by numerous authors for various purposes. The

present investigation deals with the following question. Which manifolds X can

be written as the join A°B of two topological spaces? We obtain a rather

complete answer to this question in the following.

Theorem 2.   Let X —A° B, where A and B are nondegenerate spaces. Then

1. X is a combinatorial n-manifold (without boundary) if and only if X = S",

and

2. X is a combinatorial n-manifold with nonempty boundary if and only if

X = 1".

This characterizes both S" and I" in terms of joins among the combinatorial

manifolds. If we assume, as a special case, that both A and B are simplicial and

that the join structure of X is that induced by the simplicial structures of A and B,

then Theorem 1 reduces to a theorem of Alexander [Ann. of Math. 31 (1930),

308]. The point is that if one takes a highest dimensional simplex s of A, then

(essentially by the definition of combinatorial manifold) the link of s is combina-

torially equivalent to a sphere (or cell). But, the link of s is precisely B by the

assumption at hand. We emphasize that we make no such assumptions on A and

B and on how the combinatorial structure of X is induced, if at all, from A and B.

In fact, neither A nor B need be simplicial or even locally euclidean at any point

(see §5).

To prove Theorem 2 one must carefully examine the implications of the locally

euclidean structure of X. One discovers that homologically both A and B are
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locally like a manifold. This fact together with local homological properties of X

imply that globally A and B are sphere- or cell-like.

Now in higher dimensions one uses the truth of the Poincaré conjecture ; in lower

dimensions one uses the equivalence of homology manifolds with locally euclidean

manifolds, and in the intermediary range one gives separate arguments to show

that X is actually a cell or a sphere. The homological part of the argument is

summarized in

Theorem 1.   Let X = A° B. Then

1. X is a generalized manifold if and only if A and B are sphere-like gen-

eralized manifolds (and therefore X itself must be a sphere-like generalized

manifold), and

2. X is a generalized manifold with nonempty boundary if and only if either

both A and B are generalized cells or one is a generalized cell and the other

is a sphere-like generalized manifold (and therefore X must be a generalized

cell).

In view of Theorem 1, it is clear that in order to get a generalized manifold by

join constructions, one must start with the correct global and local homology.

(Although the join construction kills or alters global homology the wrong global

homology of^4 and B is retained in the form of the wrong local homology of

A° B.)

Perhaps Theorem 2 could be proved without reference to generalized manifolds

with boundary but the steps necessary to avoid the algebraic facts, particularly

the handling of the boundary, would be unduly complicated. In §5, where we

construct the previously mentioned pathological join factors of S" and I", the use

of generalized manifolds with boundary seems unavoidable. For the convenience

of the reader, a brief but useful account of the pertinent facts concerning gen-

eralized manifolds with boundary is given in §2. §§3 and 4 are devoted to proving

Theorems 1 and 2.

2. Generalized manifolds. We recall the definition of (locally orientable)

generalized manifolds or cohomology manifolds in the sense of Wilder [14].

A reference for the definitions and facts stated below as we shall use them is [11].

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. We shall let HPC(X), H"(X), Hpa(X),

denote the Cech cohomology (or equivalently Alexander-Spanier cohomology)

with compact supports, with closed supports and augmented cohomology with

closed supports respectively. The coefficients will always be taken in a principal

ideal domain L. The pth local co-Betti number of X at x is said to be 0, if for

each open set U containing x there exists an open set Vsuch that xe Va U and

the inclusion i :V<=U induces the trivial homomorphism i* :HP.(V)-*H"C(U).

A locally compact Hausdorff space X is said to be an orientable generalized

n-manifold over L if
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(i) the pth local co-Betti number of X at x is 0, for all p ^ n, and all xeX,

(ii) U is any nonempty open connected set of X and C is the component of X

containing U, then i*:H"c(U) -* H"(C) is a bijection, and H"(C) ~ L,

(iii) the cohomology dimensions of X with respect to L is finite.

A locally compact Hausdorff space is called a generalized n-manifold (n-gm)

over L if there exists an open covering of X by orientable generalized n-manifolds

over L. (This is equivalent to what Wilder calls a locally orientable generalized

manifold if L is a field.)

It is easy to see that an n-gm X is orientable if and only if H"C(C) ̂ L for each

component C of X.

A locally compact Hausdorff space X is called a generalized n-manifold with

boundary B over L (n-gm with boundary ß) if

(i)   ß is a closed subset of X,

(ii)  ß is empty or an (n —l)-gm over L,

(iii) X — ß is an n-gm over L,

(iv) the pth local co-Betti number of X at x e ß c X is 0 for all p and all

xeB<=X.

We shall usually supress L, and for an n-gm X with boundary ß we usually

denote X - ß by Int X and ß by BdX. It is a consequence of [10,3.32,3.33,3.36]

and [15, Corollary 5.3] that

2.1. If A is a locally compact subset of an n-gm X then the interior points of

A coincide with the points of A at which the nth local co-Betti number does not

vanish. Hence if A is an n-gm with boundary imbedded (as a closed subset) in

X then IntA and BdA coincide with the point set interior of A and point set

frontier of A. In particular invariance of domain is valid in n-gms.

A compact n-gm is sphere-like if HP(X) o¿ Hp (S"),for all p,where S" denotes

the n-sphere. A connected n-gm X is called euclidean-like if HP(X) ^ HP(E"),

for all p, where E" denotes n-space. A compact orientable n-gm X with nonempty

boundary is called a generalized n-cell if Hp(X) = 0. It follows, in this last

definition, that IntX is a euclidean-like n-gm and BdX is a sphere-like (n -l)-gm

[8, 1.1].
For the remaining part of this paper we shall restrict ourselves to principal

ideal domains which are fields or the integers. We recall that in [11, Theorem 6]

the following factorization theorem is proved.

2.2. Proposition. Let X =Ax B. Then X is a n-gm with boundary if

and only if A is a p-gm with boundary and B is an (n — p)-gm with boundary.

Furthermore, IntX = InXA x Intß, BdX = (A x Bdß) U (MA x ß) where

(A x BdB)n(BdA xß) = Bd>4 xBdß. (Note that boundaries may be empty.)

Thus, generalized manifolds form a class of spaces which are closed under

factorization, a property unfortunately not enjoyed by classical manifolds. Of
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course every locally euclidean n-manifold is an n-gm and every separable metric

n-gm is locally euclidean if n ^ 2. We remark that one equivalent definition of

generalized manifolds is that they are the class of spaces for which Poincaré

duality holds both locally and globally (possibly with twisted coefficients).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. We defined the join A ° B of two spaces A and B in the

Introduction. In case B is a single point p, A°p is called the cone C(A) over A

and p the vertex of the cone. C(A)—A is called the open cone over A and denoted

by OC(A). The suspension S(A) oiA isA° S°. We observe that

A° B = 04° B - A)U(A° B-B)

and

A°B-A=OC(A)xB,     A°B-B = AxOC(B)

with

((A° B) - A)r\((A° B)-B) = A xBx(0,l).

Throughout the paper equality means topological equivalence.

The statement and proof of a special case of the following proposition are

implicity contained in an earlier paper of the authors [7]. We give the proof

here as the present setting is more general and the former setting was not explicit.

3.1. Proposition. Let X=OC(A), Y=C(B); then

1. X is an n-gm if and only if A is a sphere-like (n — l)-gm.

2. X is an n-gm with nonempty boundary if and only if A is a generalized

(n-l)-cell. Hence BdX = OC(BdA), lntX = AxE\

3. Y is an n-gm with boundary if and only if B is a sphere-like(n—l)-gm or

a generalized (n — l)-cell. In the former ca¿e, BdY=B, Int Y=OC(P), and in

the latter case Bd Y= B uC(BdP), Int Y= Int B x E1.

Proof. Let v denote the vertex of X or Y.

1. First X — v = A x E1. Thus if X is an n-gm, then A must be an (n — l)-gm.

Take a conical neighborhood U of v. Then,

HPC(U) = HP(X,X -U) = Hpa-l(X-U) = Hp-1 (A) = Hp~ l(Sn~l).

Conversely, if A is a sphere-like (n —l)-gm, then X—v =A x El is an orientable

n-gm.

For each conical neighborhood U of v we have HP(U) = Hp"HS"'l). Thus

the /7th local co-Betti number of X at v is 0, for all p =£ n . Let C be any open

connected set containing v. Let U be a conical neighborhood of v contained in C.

As long as n > 1,

i*:Hnc(U-x)^Hnc(U)(^L),

which implies that U-x is connected. (In any orientable n-gm the rank of

H"C(W), where W is an open subset, equals the number of components of W.
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This follows directly from Poincaré duality or a little more indirectly from the

definitions.) Therefore C—x is connected which implies i*:H"c(C—x) a H"(X—x).

Hence, i* :H"C(C) ̂ Hnc(X)(^ L). This shows orientability of X.

2. If v were an interior point then we would be in case 1 and hence X could

not have nonempty boundary. Thus v is a boundary point and

BdX = Bd(X-v)W = BdA xê'Ui.

SinceOC(BdA) = Bd/lx£1Uí;, 1 implies that Bd,4is a sphere-like (n-2)-gm.

All the local co-Betti numbers of X at v vanish and therefore A is an acyclic,

connected compact (n — l)-gm with sphere-like boundary. Hence A is a generalized

(n - l)-cell. Conversely let A be a generalized (n - l)-cell. Then OC(^4) - v = A x El

which is an orientable n-gm with boundary BdA x El .By case 1, OC(Bd,4) is a

euclidean-like (n- l)-gm. The set OC(A) - OC(Bd(A)) = Int^ x El is a euclid-

ean-like n-gm. Since HP(U) m HP~1(A), for every conical neighborhood U of v

it follows that condition (iv) of the definition of an n-gm with boundary is satisfied.

3. Write Y= C(ß) as the union of two open sets Y- B = OC(ß) and ß x [0,1).

Thus y is an n-gm with boundary if and only if'OC(ß) and ß x [0,l)aren-gms

with boundary.

(Bd Y= Bd(OC(ß))UBd(ß x [0,1)).) We can apply cases 1 and 2 to OC(ß)

and see that ß must be either a sphere-like or cell-like (n— l)-gm. In case ß is a

sphere-like (n — l)-gm, ß is the boundary of y since it is the boundary of [0,1) x ß,

and therefore y is a generalized n-cell with ß as boundary. In case ß is a generalized

(n-l)-cell, Y-v = Bx [0,1) has boundary (Bdß x [0,1)) U(ß x 0). Thus

Bdy= ß UC(Bdß) is a sphere-like (n-l)-gm since C(ß)is acyclic.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let X = A°B. Then X is the union of the two subsets

OCG4) x B, A x OC(ß). Propositions 2.2 and 3.1 imply (a) X is an n-gm if and

only if A and B are sphere-like p and (n — p — l)-gms ; (b) X is an n-gm with bound-

ary if and only if A and ß are generalized cells or one is a generalized cell and the

other a sphere-like generalized manifold of the correct dimensions. It just remains

to show that in (a) H"(X) = H"(Sn) and in (b) HP(X) = 0. For any join X = A°B,

the sequence of reduced cohomology groups

0 -* HP(C(A) xB)@Hp(Ax C(B)) -*Hp(AxBx$)^ Hp+l(A » ß) - 0

is exact. For since X = (C(A) x B)u(Ax C(B)) such that

(C(A) xB)n(Ax C(B)) = (AxBx |)

one may consider the associated Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence of reduced

cohomology groups. Observe that C(A) x B and A x C(ß) are contractible in

A°B, thus HP(A° B) -* H"(C(A) x B) ® H"(A x C(B)) is always trivial which

yields the exact sequence above. In case X is compact we may apply the Kiinneth

theorem to HP[A x B x £]. If H*(A) and H*(B) are torsion free the exact sequence

above becomes the exact sequence
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0-   E   Hra(A)®Hsa(B)'$ Hpa + 1{A°B)-+0
r + s = p

of reduced cohomology groups (cf. [9]). Thus, if either A or B is acyclic then

so is A°B; if both A and B are sphere-like then so is A° B. This completes the

proof of Theorem 1.

As a corollary to Theorem 1 we obtain

3.2. Proposition. Let X = A° B be an n-gm with boundary (possibly empty).

Then

BdX = Bd4°BU,4°BdB,

where

BdA°BnA°BdB = BdA°BdB.

Proof. As before we can write X as the union of the open n-gms with boundary

OC04) x B, A x OC(B). Thus

IntX = Int(OC04) x B) Ulnt(/4 x OC(P)),

and

Bd X = Bd(OC(¿) x B) U Bd(A x OC(B)).

Since Bd(OCG4) x B) and Bd(A x OC(B)) are open subsets of BdX it follows

that Bd(OC(4) x B) n Bd(A x OC(B)) is an (n - 2)-gm with boundary. If

Bd X is empty then both A and B must be sphere-like and the proposition is clear

in this case. If Bd X is not empty then at least A or B is cell-like. Let us examine

the case where A is cell-like and B is sphere-like.

Int(OCG4) x B) = Int(OCG4)) x IntP = InU x E1 x B,

Int 04 x OC(B)) = Int A x Int(OC(P)).

Bd(OC(X) x B) = Bd(OC04)) xBU OC04) x BdP = OC(Bd,4) x B,

Bd(A x OC(B)) = Bd A x OC(B) UAx Bd(OC(P)) = Bd,4 x OC(B),

hence Bd04° B) = Bd A° B. Now supposing both A and B are cell-like we have

that Bd(/4° B) is the union of the open (in Bd(A° B)) subsets

Bd(OC04) x B) = BdOC04) x B \JOC(A) x BdP = OC(Bd,4) x B VOC(A) x BdB,

Bd(A x OC(P)) = BdA x OC(B)(JA x Bd(OC(P)) = Bd¿ xOC(B)UA x OC(Bd(P)).

Putting these two sets together we get Bd04°P) = BdA°B U ,4°BdB.

Furthermore (BdA° P)n (A°BdB) = BdA°BdB which is the part common to

both parts.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.

4.1. Proposition. A° B is locally contractible if and only ifA and Bare locally
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contractible. If A° B is an n-gm with locally contractible boundary then BdA

and Bdß are also locally contractible.

Proof. Ac B is the union of the open subsets A x OC(B) and OC(A) x B.

Hence A0 Bis locally contractible if and only if A and ß are. Now suppose A° B

is an n-gm with locally contractible boundary. Since

Bd(.4° B-A) = Bd(OC(/4) x B) = BdOC(^) x ß u(OC(A) x Bdß)

is an open subset of Bd(.4oß), lnt(OC(A)) x Int(Bdß) is an open subset of

Bd(A° B) and hence locally contractible. Therefore, Int(Bdß) = Bdß is locally

contractible. Similarly, Bd^4 is locally contractible.

4.2. Proposition. Let S(X) be an n-manifold with nonempty boundary. Then

S(X) = f.

Proof. X is a generalized (n —l)-cell by Theorem 1. By Proposition 3.2,

Bd(S(X)) = S(BdX). On the other hand, any manifold that is the suspension of

a space is easily seen to be covered by two open cells. Hence the generalized

Schoenflies theorem [4] can be used to show that it is a sphere. So, Bd(S(X)) = S"~ '.

However, either [6] or the proposition that follows implies that Int(S(X)) =E".

Since Bd(S(X)) is collared in S(X) [5], S(X)is the union of an n-cell and an n-

annulus around it. Thus S(X) = I".

4.3. Proposition. // OC(X) is an n-manifold with nonempty boundary, then

OC(X) = £"""' x [0,oo).

Proof. We will consider OC(X) as X x (0,1] with X x 1 identified to the

vertexp. For each xeX, the set

rx={(x,t)\ù<tSl}

is called the ray toward x and i in (x, t) is called the ray coordinate. For each

e, 0 < e < 1, Le will denote the subset of OC(X) consisting of the points with

ray coordinates at least e. For convenience we define

He={x\xeX,p(x,BdX)^e}

and

x<=H.

Since Bd(OC(X)) = OC(BdX) is homeomorphic to S(BdX) minus a point, it

follows that Bd(OC(X)) is homeomorphic to En~K Hence there exists a homeo-

morphism h of F""1 onto Bd(OC(X)).

Let Cx, C2, ■ ■ ■ be the subsets of E" ~x defined by C, = {x e E" ~i \ \\ x || = i}.

Since Bd(OC(X)) is collared in OC(X), there exists a homeomorphism

fc : Bd(OC(X)) x [0,2] -♦ OC(X)

such that k(x,0) = x for each xeBd(OC(X)).
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We are now ready to construct certain n-cells Ex, E2, • • • such that {JE¡ = OC(X).

1. Construction of Ex. Let ix be an integer such that h(Ch) contains

Bd(OC(X)) n L1/2 in its interior. There exists a sufficiently small positive number

e such that

L1/2-Kec:fc(h(C/l)x[0,l]).

Let d > \ be a number smaller than 1 such that

/cWCJxpUT^L,.

Since X is normal, there exists a continuous map

<¿>:X^[0,1]

such that <f>(BdX) = 0 and <p(He) = 1.

We now define a homeomorphism fx of rx onto itself which, in terms of ray

coordinates, takes

(0,d] proportionally onto (0,d-(¡>(x)(d—£)]

and

[d, 1] proportionally onto [d-(f>(x)(d-^), 1].

The totality offx generates a homeomorphism/! of OC(X) onto itself which leaves

invariant each point of Bd(OC(X)) and stretches the n-cell k(h(Ch) x [0,1])

so that

Et =MKKCh)x IQ,!})) z>Li/2.

2. Construction of E2. There exists an integer j2 such that LX/(J2_X)=3 Ex.

Let i2 be an integer such that h(Ch) contains Bd(OC(X))n LXIJ2 in its interior.

Consider the n-cell k(h(Ch) x [0,1]), as in 1. There exists a homeomorphism

f2 of OC(X) onto itself which leaves invariant each point of Bd(OC(X)) and such

that

E2=/2(/c(n(Q2)x[0,l]))z,L1/jV

We similarly construct E3,E4,--.

Then \jE¡ = OC(X). Now observe that £i=Cl(E2-£i) is an n-cell and

Ex n E'x is an (n — l)-cell Fx such that BdFx is nicely imbedded in each of BdEx

and BdEi (see [5]). Hence there exists a homeomorphism of E2 onto the unit ball

in E" which takes Ex onto the upper half of the unit ball. We note that each

£¡ is situated in Ei+X in the same way as Ex is situated in E2.

Now there exists a homeomorphism hi of Ch x [0,1] onto Et such that

"i|C¡i = n|Cfl. Here we suppose E"~1 is naturally imbedded in E". There

exists a homeomorphism n2 of C¡2 x [0,2] onto £2 such that n2|CJ2 = /i|C¡2

and n21 Ch x [0,1] = hx. We similarly construct h3,hA., ■■■ which together

generate a homeomorphism of £""1 x [0, co ) onto OC(X).
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4.4. Corollary. Let M be a triangulated n-manifold with boundary and v

a vertex on BdM. Then the open star of v is homeomorphic to the n-cell

minus a boundary point.

This fact is well known for combinatorial triangulations. B. Mazur and

R. Rosen have proved an analogous result for triangulated manifolds without

boundary.

Remark. Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 are interesting since it is not

true in general (see 5.6) that a manifold with boundary is E"-1 x [0,co ) if the

interior is £" and the boundary is E"~l.

We are now ready for the

Proof of Theorem 2. Let X = A°B. The "if" part is clear. We prove the

"only if" part.

Case 1. Bd(A° B) =0. If n ;£ 6, at least one of A and ß is an actual sphere.

Hence by the associativity of the join operation, X = S(y) for some space y.

Hence X = S". If n ^ 7, X is by Theorem 1, an integral cohomology sphere.

Hence it is an integral homology sphere in the sense of singular (or simplicial)

homology. On the other hand nx(X) = 1. This fact follows from Lemma 2.2 of

[8] or the van Kampen theorem applied to A° B = (.4° ß —A)\J(A° B — B).

Hence by the generalized Poincaré conjecture [12 ; 13 ; 16], X = S".

Case 2. Bd(^° ß) ¥= 0 ■ If n :g 6, at least one of A and ß is an actual cell or

sphere of dimension r ^ 2 and if r = 0, it is S° by the nondegeneracy requirement of

the theorem. Hence again X = S(y) for some space YandX=I" by Proposition 4.2.

If n ^ 7, we prove that X is contractible and BdX is S"_1. Then the generalized

Poincaré conjecture and the generalized Schoenfiies theorem imply that X = /".

(i) X is contractible, n{(X) = 1 by Lemma 2.2 of [8]. By Theorem 1, X is

homologically trivial.

(ii) BdX = S"~l. Since X is a generalized n-cell by Theorem 2, BdX is a com-

binatorial (n-l)-manifold with sphere-like cohomology and hence sphere-like

homology. By the generalized Poincaré conjecture, it suffices to show it^BdX) = 1.

But

BdX = Bd^°ßU/l°Bdß

with

BdA°BC\A° Bdß = Bd^° Bdß.

All three joins considered are simply connected and locally contractible and

therefore by van Kampen's theorem, n1 (BdX) = 1.

Remark. From the proof, it is obvious that the nondegeneracy requirement

is not necessary except perhaps for the case where BdX =¿ 0 and n = 4 or 5.

5. Manifolds modulo arcs. We have shown that among the combinatorial

manifolds, essentially only S" and /" can be expressed as joins. However, one

should not expect nice join factors for S" and I". Proposition 5.1 gives, in addition

to its positive nature, the method to construct pathological join factors.
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Let Xp and Yp be obtained from Ip and Sp, respectively, by shrinking each of

a finite number of arcs in its interior to a point. By [1],

Xp x El =Ipx E1

and

Y" x El = Spx E1.

By taking two-point compactifications,

S(Xp) = /p+1andS(yp) = Sp+1.

Hence by Proposition 4.3 and the proof of Proposition 4.2,

OC(Xp) = E" x [0, oo ) and OC(yp) = £p+1.

On the other hand, it is known [8] that

X" xl2 = lpxl2

and therefore, Yp x I2 is a manifold with boundary. Hence if M is a manifold with

boundary of dimension ^ 2, then Xpx M and Ypx M are all manifolds with

boundary. Let Zp denote either one of Xp and Yp. Then

Zp° Z" = Z" x OC(Z") uOC(Zp) x Zq

and the two sets on the right are open in Zp° Zq. Hence

If P> <1 = 1) Zp° Zq is a manifold with boundary.

5.1. Proposition. Let p, q 2: 1 and Xp, etc., as above. Then

1. XP°X" = /"+« + 1,

2 xp° y* = ¡p+q+l

3 yp° y = sp+<?+1

Proof. We first note all the joins here are manifolds with boundary. We also

recall that Ip+q+1 is characterized by the fact that it is a manifold with boundary

whose interior and boundary are respectively Ep+q+1 and Sp+q.

We apply induction on p. If p iï 2, then the proposition is true. Suppose it has

been proved for all p < r. It suffices to prove the case p = r, which we will prove

by induction on q. If q ^ 2. the proposition is true. Suppose it has been proved

for all q < s. The proof will be completed if we prove for p = r, q = s assuming

that it is true lor all p, q such that p < r or p = r and q < s.

1. Bd(Xr ° Xs) = BdXr ° Xs u Xr ° BdX5 = Sr_1 ° Xs u Xr ° Ss_1 where

f'^rnr» Ss_1 = Sr~1° Ss_1 = Sr+s_1 = Bd(Sr-1°Xs) = Bd(Xr°Sr-1).

Hence Bd(Xr° Xs) = Sr+S.

On the other hand,
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IntOr ° Xs) = IntXr x Int Xs x E1 = IntXr x £s+1 = £r+s+1.

2. Bd(Xr° Ys) = BdXr° Ys = Sr_1 ° Ys = Srts. Therefore, Ys c Bd(Xr<> Ys)

and

IntOYr° Y5) c Int(Xr° Ys- 7s) = Int(Xr x OC(Y )) .

Since Int(Xr° Ys) rs Int(Xr x OC(Y5)),

Int(Xr° Ys) = Int(X" x OC(r)) = IntXr x Es+1 = Er+4+1.

3. Let Yr= X[ UXr2, where X\,X'2 are some Xr and

BdXr! n BdXr2 = Xi n Xr2 = BdXÎ = BdXr2 = Sr~ \

Then Yr°Ys = (X\ ° Ys) U(X2 ° Y¡) with

(XI » Ys) n (Xr2 ° Ys) = Bd(Xr! ° 7s) = Bd(Xr2 ° Ys) = Sr~l°Ys = Sr+S.

Since X\ ° Ys = Jr+S+ x by 2 above,

y-so ys _- os+s+1

This completes the proof.

We remark that Proposition 5.1 can be used to show that for n ^ 7, /"and S"

can be expressed as the join of two spaces A and B where neither is a manifold

with boundary. Tn fact, A and B can be constructed so that neither one is locally

euclidean at any point.

We proved Proposition 5.1 for p, q}tl. However, it has been already pointed

out that

5.2. Proposition.

s(yp) = /p+1, s(yp) = s,'+1,

OC(Xp) = E" x [0,oo ), OC(Y") = £p+1 .

The similar results for the cone are not true. In fact, for p = 3, no modifications

of X1 makes an analogous statement valid as the following proposition shows.

5.3. Proposition. C(X) = / 4 implies X = 13.

Proof. Xis a generalized 3-celI by Theorem 1 and hence Bd(X) = S2 c Bd/4 = S3.

That Int X is 1-ULC follows exactly the same way as in [2]. Hence by [3],

X = I3.

However if we let Mq = Xq~1 xl, then though Mq is not a manifold with

boundary in general, we have

5.4. Proposition. S(M") = C(M") = Iq+1.

Proof. S(Mq) is  a two-point  compactification  of Mq x El.  Observe that
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Mq x E1 has exactly two ends and therefore the two-point compactification is

unique. On the other hand,

Mqx E1 = Xq~l x I x E1 = X"~i x E1 x I = iq'i x El xl = Iqx El.

Hence S(Mq) = S(Iq) = Iq+l.

S(Mq) is obtained from Iq+' = Mq x I by shrinking each of Mq x 0 and Mq x 1

to a point. This shows that M'xO and M'xl are cellular (in the sense of Brown

[4]) on Bd/?+1. Then it follows that Bd(C(M«)) = S". On the other hand,

Int(C(M*)) = IntAi« x E1 = Eq+l. Finally C(Mq) is locally like either S(M") or

M" x I. Hence it is a manifold with boundary. These together show that

C(M") = Iq+1.

In connection with cones and suspensions, we observe the following.

5.5. Proposition. Let X x I = /,+1, where Xq is a manifold with boundary.

Then 3>(C(Xq)) = Sq+ x = @(S(X")), where 9> denotes the double which is the union

of two copies o/flgm along their boundaries.

Proof. Using the collaredness of BdX in X, we find that 2(X) = Bd(X x /) = S".

This implies that X" xlandl'xO are cellular in Sp+1 = 2(Xq x I). Hence if

we shrink one or both of Xq x 1 and Xq x 0. we obtain Sp+ \ On the other hand,

it is 2(S(Xq)) or 2>(C(Xq)) as the case may be.

Proposition 5.5 reveals peculiar decompositions of Sq+\

5.6. We append below the example of a 3-manifold X such that IntX = E3,

BdX = E2 but X ^ E2 x [0, oo ) (see 4.3).

Let D be a disk and p the vertex of the cone C(D). Consider a cone segment

C(x), xeBdD. There exists a homeomorphism h of C(D) into E3 such that

Zi(C(x)) is the wild arc 1.2 of Artin and Fox [Ann. of Math.(2) 49(1948), 979-990],

h(p) — 2> h(BdC(D)) is locally tame except at q and E3 — h(C(D)) is homeomorphic

to the complement of the (wild) arc and therefore is an open 3-cell. Then

compactify E3 at infinity to obtain S3. Let X x Cl(S3-n(C(£>)))-g. Then

1. BdX = £2,

2. IntX = S3-n(C(D)) = E3,

3. X is a manifold with boundary, and

4. X # £2 x [0, oo ).

1-3 are obvious. If X = E2 x [0, oo), its one-point compactification

Cl(S3-n(C(D))) = /3 and therefore BdC(D) would be a tame 2-sphere and

the arc n(C(X)) on the tame sphere would be tame.
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